1. IMF’S LATEST HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENTS


Advanced economies (Working Paper): “Assessing the sustainability of house price
developments has become an integral part of macro-financial surveillance. Many AEs have
experienced a remarkable run-up in their national housing markets in the past two decades
and in some cases house prices have remained strong in recent years. Understanding
housing price developments and monitoring the extent to which house prices deviate from
levels supported by long-run fundamental factors are important for assessing risks to
financial and macroeconomic stability”, says the IMF’s working paper.



Austria (Article IV): “The Austrian housing market has shown a strong trend rise in
valuations over the last decade, mainly driven by price increases in Vienna. Prices stagnated
through the mid-2000s but have since outpaced most of Austria’s EU peers. In September
2016, the ESRB issued Austria a warning on medium-term residential real estate
vulnerabilities because of the robust price and credit growth and the risk of further loosening
in credit standards. Recently, price growth moderated to 4.7 percent (y/y) at end-2017, due
to a slowdown in Vienna, though prices accelerated in the rest of the country”, says IMF
report on Austria.



China (Article IV): “The government’s “long-term mechanism for housing” appropriately
focuses on addressing fundamental supply-demand imbalances. Ensuring long-run
sustainability of the housing market requires increasing land supply for residential housing,
promoting rental markets, and reducing the reliance of local governments on land sales. Deemphasizing growth targets would allow housing investment to be driven by long-run
fundamentals, rather than the need to manage economic cycles. Staff’s projection indicates
that residential investment, a key growth engine over the last decade, will decline as a share
of GDP over the medium term as household income and consumption growth moderates”,
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says IMF’s report on China.


Hungary (Article IV): “Hungarian housing prices have increased rapidly since 2014, but
from a low level. House prices began to increase in the Budapest area, but have spread to
other cities and more recently to municipalities. According to the MNB’s and European
Systemic Risk Board’s (data for the latter are as of Q3 2017) estimates, average prices are
not yet excessively overpriced compared to fundamentals. The number of transactions has
begun to stabilize, possibly due to labor shortages and increasing construction costs, which,
according to market observers, frequently delay the completion of new dwellings by 6–12
months”, says IMF’s report on Hungary.



Latvia (Article IV): “Improve access to housing. Current rental regulations discourage
investment in rental housing. Below-market rents are common—a legacy of Soviet-era
rental agreements—and rental dispute resolution mechanisms are time consuming and costly.
More rental housing would facilitate labor mobility and help stem emigration”, says IMF’s
report on Latvia.



Peru (Article IV): “Housing prices have stabilized and cross-country indicators on balance
do not suggest a misalignment, although careful monitoring is warranted. Regional
comparators show that Peru’s property market is still in line with the rest of the region.
Although indicators of the price-to rent ratio show Peru relatively high in the distribution of
Latin American countries, the absolute value of this indicator does not appear excessive. In
addition, cross-country indicators of housing prices place Peru in the bottom-half of the
price distribution of a broader sample of countries. Nevertheless, property price indices in
Peru only reflect the capital, Lima”, says IMF’s report on Peru.



Portugal (Article IV): “Housing prices continue to increase, but there is no significant
overvaluation yet. Following a decline of 18 percent in real terms over 2010–13, housing
prices have since increased by about 20 percent in real terms (7.9 percent in 2017),
especially in Lisbon, Porto and the Algarve region. While the increases have been driven
largely by transactions on existing dwellings by non-residents, the share of housing
transactions financed by Portuguese mortgages has been growing since 2015 (reaching 41
percent in the last quarter of 2017). Estimates in the ECB’s May 2018 Financial Stability
Review suggest that there are incipient signs of overvaluation in the residential real estate
market. The authorities should continue to improve the quality of real estate data and related
analytical tools, and to monitor mortgage markets and the evolution of risks to banks from
developments in real estate markets”, says IMF’s report on Portugal.
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Romania (Article IV): “Real estate exposure rose with housing loans increasing from 21 to
54 percent of household loans between 2008 and 2017. These mortgage contracts (mostly at
variable rates) expose banks to credit risks in the event of sharp increases in interest rates.
The effectiveness of existing macroprudential tools on mortgages is undermined by the
Prima Casa program, which allows loan-to-value ratios up to 95 percent. The Romanian
banking system has also a large exposure to their own sovereign debt (one of the highest in
the EU at around 20 percent of assets in 2017), that could lead to valuation losses in the
event of interest rate increases. Finally, despite declining considerably since 2011, about 35
percent of banks’ liabilities and assets remain denominated in foreign exchange (FX), and
FX liquidity risks can exist within an environment of ample overall liquidity”, says IMF’s
report on Romania.



Singapore (Article IV): “In the housing market, prices of private residential properties
staged a steady recovery in 2017, for the first time since 2013, and were up by 5.4 percent
y/y in 2018Q1. The share of foreign transactions has remained stable over the past six years
(close to 7 percent) but is significantly below the 2011 peak (19.5 percent). Vacancy rates
have come down slightly but are still elevated. In recent quarters, supply in the pipeline (i.e.,
new and redevelopment projects of private residential units with planning approvals that are
expected to be on the market within a few years) has also increased after a few years of
falling”, says IMF’s report on Singapore.
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2. AFFORDABLE HOUSING: VIEWS FROM ALBERT SAIZ
In this interview, Albert Saiz talks about the current housing affordability problems in the US, the
reasons behind it, the tools to tackle affordability issues, what the future holds, and more. Saiz is
the Daniel Rose Associate Professor of Urban Economics and Real Estate at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT). He also serves as the Director of MIT’s Urban Economics Lab.

On the current situation…
Hites Ahir: As you know, affordable housing has been dominating the headlines. To start,
could you define affordable housing?
Albert Saiz: Affordable housing means the provision of a living space that is accessible and of
good quality, and that is commensurate to the social and local economic conditions. It also means
that the cost of housing should not put an excessive burden on a family’s consumption of other
life essentials—such as food, water, electricity, heating, clothing, etc.

Hites Ahir: So why has affordable housing become a hot topic?
Albert Saiz: I think there are five reasons for this. First, income inequality is rising. House
prices are rising, but the earnings of low and middle-income families are not rising at the same
pace.

Second, construction costs are rising at a faster pace relative to other manufactured consumer
goods. So, we have rising construction costs combined with almost flat growth in income. For
low and middle-income families, this means rising housing expenditure shares.

Third, there are constraints on land available for real estate development. Some of the most
popular cities in the US—which have better amenities—happen to be severely constrained in the
land available for real estate development. Several of them are in coastal or mountainous regions,
which limits their potential for geographic expansion. And in most of them, NIMBY [Not in My
Backyard] and anti-growth municipal policies make it very difficult to build new housing at high
densities. So, there are less houses for sale in the market at a price affordable to low and middleincome families.
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Fourth, central cities have again become attractive. In the past, large central cities had become
less desirable for the middle class due to suburbanization. This implied that they had become
affordable for low-income families. However, this trend has stopped and—in many metropolitan
areas, it has reversed. Better amenities combined with other features have made the denser parts
of metro areas more attractive to upper-middle class citizens again. The ensuing process of
gentrification is making these neighborhoods less affordable.

Fifth, there are multiple objectives between the key players in the sector. For example, affordable
housing developers and policymakers sometimes have multiple objectives that are not always
easy to reconcile.

Hites Ahir: You have defined affordable housing and explained why it has become a hot
topic. Can you now explain why housing affordability matters?
Albert Saiz: Access to good housing, food, and clothing are three essentials of mankind. So,
from a humanistic perspective, housing is an absolute priority for policymakers. Also, we have
seen, problems related to housing affordability have become an important political issue in many
cities in the US. Mayors are feeling the electoral pressure from their constituents to do something
to mitigate rising cost of housing. However, state and the federal governments that cater to
constituents outside of high housing cost areas, may feel less political pressure or ideological
commitment to affordable housing. And yet, ensuring access to housing is necessary for social
stability. It is in the best interest for all that the less well-off members of our communities’ lead
fulfilling and productive lives. Housing, health, and education are fantastic investments that yield
peaceful and cohesive societies.

On the ways to tackle affordable housing…
Hites Ahir: Could you now tell us about the main tools to tackle affordable housing? And
have they worked?
Albert Saiz: Rent control, public housing, Section 8 vouchers, Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
Program, and Community Development Corporations and land trusts are the main tools that have
been used to tackle affordable housing.

Rent control regulations have demonstrated their shortcomings in curtailing incentives to rental
supply. They are being abandoned throughout the country.

Public housing has been relatively expensive to build and manage. Throughout the US, large and
isolated housing projects have been widely perceived as reservoirs for social maladies. Providing
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good public housing is possible. However, the fact that delivering high-quality housing services
in their thousands represents a political risk for Mayors makes it unlikely that this option will
experience substantial growth in the short run.

Section 8 program vouchers provide thousands of Americans with a check-like payment that can
be used toward rental housing. The Section 8 program is effective but increasing the allocation
funds for social policy at the federal level will continue to be challenging.

Under Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program, developers raise funds to build and lease
affordable rental units by selling federal tax credits to investors. Criticisms have been raised
about how effectively the program has increased supply. Some of the subsidies may accrue to
developers who would have built the units anyway. The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
Program has also been criticized for disproportionately siting affordable housing buildings in
low-income neighborhoods that provide poor access to jobs and social opportunities.

Community Development Corporations and land trusts constitute a bottom-up effort from
organized citizens to redevelop underused sites and produce housing and business in lessprivileged areas. In many US cities, they typically channel a limited amount of public
resources—subsidies, land, construction of infrastructure, or zoning allowances—in exchange
for the provision of affordable housing in their communities. Given the current lack of political
consensus for social housing policy at the federal level, this model is likely to grow.

On what the future holds?
Hites Ahir: Let’s talk a bit about the future. “Real Trends: The Future of Real Estate in the
United States”—is a report that you recently put together with Arianna Salazar of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In a nutshell, what is the main message from this
report?
Albert Saiz: This is a report about the major demographic, economic, social, and technological
trends that will have an impact on the US real estate market in the decades to come. So, it is
difficult to reduce it to a single message. However, if you insist, I can summarize two main
conclusions. First, the current demographic change is having major consequences for the housing
market. Second, with a bit of a lag, computers are now starting to change the nature of the real
estate industry.
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Hites Ahir: From the report, what is the good news for affordable housing?
Albert Saiz: There are some good news for affordable housing. Let me mention three areas. First,
from the construction and design point of view, innovative technologies will have the potential to
help produce and distribute quality housing in cheaper ways. For example, the diffusion of
affordable housing innovations and policies is increasing. Drawings and designs of low-cost
housing typologies can be found online for free.

Second, from the policy point of view, the awareness that supply-side policies are important has
grown in recent years. This will lead to more consensus and efforts to fight NIMBY. For example,
there is a very promising trend of re-using and adapting post-industrial spaces in cities for
affordable housing.

Third, from the industry point of view, the re-emergence of more socially-oriented entrepreneurs
and housing non-profits may spur innovation in the affordable housing arena. For example, the
development of contract typologies that have hitherto been less used—such as rent-to-own;
mortgages with lower rates where the lender shares in housing appreciation; space sharing and
co-living arrangements; rentals of accessory units—may help more families access affordable
housing. And socially-oriented crowdfunding platforms may help tap funds for affordablehousing construction.

Hites Ahir: And the bad news is?
Albert Saiz: The major underlying trends that generate the current affordability problems are
likely to continue. For example, income inequality will continue growing, and redistributive
policies is not likely to experience a major revival any time soon. And it will take a while for
NIMBY pressures to abate in large coastal cities.

Hites Ahir: Is there an example of a country that has done better in tackling affordable
housing?
Albert Saiz: Let me tell you about the case of the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, 75 percent of
that nation's 3 million rental units are provided by nonprofit housing associations. These
associations purchase and develop apartments for rent. They compete with investors in the open
real estate market. They also compete to provide high-quality services to their customers. These
organizations are extremely agile, having to make investment and management decisions to
survive in a competitive environment. Because they own the properties they rent, these
organizations can deploy intelligent asset disposition and purchase strategies. They can, therefore,
plow the gains from capital appreciation of their portfolio back into their social mission. So, I
think the role of non-profit, non-governmental organizations could increase in the US.
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Hites Ahir: For the past three years, you have been organizing the World Real Estate Forum.
It is one of the top real estate conference held during the year. What messages are coming
out on affordable housing from the entrepreneurs and CEOs that attend this conference?
Albert Saiz: I would say they are concerned about the housing affordability trends that we have
discussed. Yet, my sense is that there will be a more proactive role from the industry in helping
us with the housing affordability challenge in the future. We are already also seeing the
reemergence of a new breed of humanistic, socially-conscious real estate entrepreneur—and
associated investment vehicles—interested in creating more inclusive, and better communities.
Some examples include Magic Johnson—his fund invested in more than 20 American cities, Dan
Gilbert in Detroit, Jonathan Rose in greater New York Metro, Bobby Turner in Los Angeles,
Patrick Kennedy in San Francisco, David Zucker in Denver, and thousands more throughout the
US.

From a panel at the World Real Estate Forum
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On the impact technology…
Hites Ahir: Let’s talk a bit about the link between technology and affordable housing.
What impact will the adoption of autonomous vehicles have on affordable housing?
Albert Saiz: According to most economic theories, the impact of reductions in the cost of
transportation should have a positive impact on housing affordability—whenever accompanied
by good policies. In denser urban areas, autonomous vehicles can facilitate car-sharing, thereby
allowing for higher residential densities and more housing supply. We are seeing this trend play
out in Miami, due to a reduction in parking requirements. In suburban and exurban locations—
where families will still own their own cars—land availability may increase as remote locations
now become accessible. This latter trend may actually facilitate the expansion of the American
edge city, and its combination of relatively affordable housing but externalized social costs.
Therefore, the impact on urban form will be dual: it will help produce denser redevelopment at
higher densities, but actually increase sprawl in areas with initial low density.

Hites Ahir: In several cities, there are concerns that rents are rising due to short holiday
lets through websites and apps. What are your views on the impact of sharing services
within the housing market?
Albert Saiz: As an economist, I tend to believe that innovations that arise to better satisfy human
needs are good. I therefore tend to look at new technologies, and mutually-agreeable contracts—
such as those afforded by space-sharing apps—as positive developments in general.

I am apprehensive that—in some places—space-sharing apps may be coming to represent an
easy-targetable scapegoat for much larger problems. For instance, many of the most touristic
areas in popular cities had been already gentrifying—or would have done so—regardless of
AirBnB.

A number of very selected extremely-attractive cities around the world, are experiencing a
genuine trend of people flocking in for their amenities. This trend expresses itself via a number
of highly-related phenomena: well-off professionals moving in from other areas; gentrification;
proliferation of second residences; more out-of-town real estate investors; a surge in the number
of tourists; more visitors in meetings and conferences; growth in the number of short or longterm students; retirees or freelancers—not tied to the local labor markets—moving in; and a
higher incidence of short-term space sharing. Note that all of these are symptoms of the same
implicit trend—increased demand for the city interacting with relatively fixed supply—rather
than the maladies themselves. In fact, some of the cities that are taking action against AirBnB
and similar platforms also happen to be cities that have acted aggressively against new real estate
development, thereby making the problem worse.
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Nevertheless, I do believe that there is a need for some regulation. For example, short-term rental
apartments or rooms in which noise or disturbances keep happening repeatedly should be shut
down. Individuals managing three or more shared-economy full-time rentals should be subject to
the same business regulations, and tax regimes that apply to hotels or regular Bed-and-Breakfasts.
Cash-flows from shared-economy operations should be taxed at the appropriate rate—perhaps
with minimum exemptions—and underreported income should be severely punished.

Hites Ahir: What has been the impact of transactional websites or listing data aggregates
websites?
Albert Saiz: The information revolution brought by the internet has allowed buyers and sellers
of real estate to acquire information about millions of properties. Websites such as Realtor.com
or Zillow.com aggregate information from regional Multiple Listing Services, facilitating access
to information about each property in all markets. The most prodigious aspects of this
"transactions revolution" in residential properties have been its speed and ubiquity. Searching for
vast numbers of properties on the internet has become the norm.

The future will bring further integration of existing and new databases into the search records
and statistical analysis of market information in real time. For instance, prospective buyers may
be able to see 3D renderings of a home's interior and, given the history of recorded clicks, obtain
forecasts of the probability of an offer being made on a property in the next three days.

Hites Ahir: I am sorry to have bombarded with a lot of questions. I have one more. As you
know, we are in a period of accelerated technological change. Is there a specific
technology/innovation that will be in high demand?
Albert Saiz: There are so many of them. I invite your readers to go through our report for an indepth exposition. However, demographic trends are crystal clear. We will require ways to house
our elderly by retrofitting existing homes and urban spaces. We will also need to provide assisted
living facilities for those with reduced mobility. The demand for inpatient and outpatient health
facilities will not wane anytime soon. Necessity is the mother of invention, so all of these needs
will require of new technologies and design applied to the provision of housing and residential
services to the growing elderly population.
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3. URBAN REVITALIZATION: THE VIEW FROM THE TRENCHES
Why social responsibility matters for urban revitalization? How does a developer provide city
center affordable housing? How can a developer involve the community in a urban revitalization
process? What challenges do developers face? These are some of the questions that Keyes
Christopher "KC" Hardin tackles in this interview. KC is the co-founder and CEO of
Conservatorio SA—a real estate development company based in Panama City, Panama. He is
also a Fellow of the Aspen Institute's Central American Leadership Initiative, and a Research
Associate at MITs Community Innovators Laboratory.

The company…
Hites Ahir: What is Conservatorio SA and what does it do?
KC Hardin: Conservatorio SA is a real estate development company dedicated to sustainable
urban revitalization. We started Conservatorio SA fourteen years ago to fix up a couple of
historic buildings in Panama City’s UNESCO Heritage site, and it’s grown into a company that
builds just about every category of product you can find in a downtown—hotels, condos, offices,
multi-family, even cultural infrastructure like theatres.

We call our brand of real estate “sustainable urban revitalization” which is basically mixed-use,
mixed-income urban core redevelopment with a heavy social inclusion component. Within all
those categories we also build just about every level. We have hotels that are $17 US dollars per
night and hotels that are over $300 US dollars. We build apartments that sell for $80,000 US
dollars and others for $2 million US dollars. All within a few blocks of each other. We tend to
hold on to commercial property for the long-term but we like to sell apartments because it allows
us to recycle capital and we think that neighborhoods work better when people have a chance to
own their own homes.

Hites Ahir: Why social responsibility matters to Conservatorio SA?
KC Hardin: On a personal level, I grew up in Miami until the 1990s and then in New York until
2003. For whatever reason I was always in neighborhoods that were either revitalizing or
deteriorating. So, I had a sense for the good and the bad of an urban revitalization cycle. I saw
how much better cities worked when their cores became vibrant and safe, but I also came to
understand that there was a question of “better for whom?” So Conservatorio SA was founded on
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the question of whether it is possible to have the good of urban revitalization while minimizing
its two big negative externalities: displacement and cultural homogenization.

That question has taken us down a long road of learning how to balance our responsibility to
capital with our responsibility to community. Along the way we’ve picked up what I think is a
pretty deep understanding of the mechanisms of social and economic exclusion, the long-term
value of authenticity and how to co-create with communities.

The historic district of Panama City…
Hites Ahir: How has Casco Viejo and the surrounding area evolved over the years?
KC Hardin: The Spanish laid out Casco Viejo’s fantastic street grid in the 1500s, and it has
been transforming ever since, through numerous booms and busts. As Panama most recently
boomed in the 2000s, Casco Viejo lagged the rest of the city. I think this is because very few
investors understood how revitalization works back then. When we started Conservatorio SA in
2004 more than 80 percent of the building inventory was unrestored, there were four gangs that
controlled the district, and raw sewage leaked onto the streets, just to name a few issues. But
there were preservationists who fought hard to protect the area, and pioneers who started
reigniting it culturally. It is now able to support a very high quality of life, and is a point of pride
for the country.

Hites Ahir: What has happened to house prices?
KC Hardin: Housing prices have risen from being about 30 percent lower than the best parts of
the city in 2007 to being about 30 percent higher now. I think that premium is due to limited
supply, higher construction costs, and a unique lifestyle that doesn’t exist in other parts of the
city. On the rental side, the change has been even more dramatic because it has gone from a
neighborhood where most people lived in condemned buildings paying little or no rent to one of
the city’s most expensive. So, in terms of relevance to the city and pricing, the neighborhood has
gone full cycle from its last peak in the 1950s.

But that revitalization has come at a human cost because much of the population that moved in
during the decline was not given a real opportunity to stay. There was a direct tension between
public policies designed to restore heritage and create economic growth on one side, and the
social need of preventing widespread displacement on the other. There were well-intentioned but
isolated efforts to balance these tensions but going forward we need better public policy and a
deeper understanding of the long-term value of authenticity in the private sector.
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Hites Ahir: How do you go about providing affordable housing in the area?
KC Hardin: Conservatorio SA has an internal policy of building one affordable housing unit for
every high-end unit. We keep them affordable by keeping them compact, making parking
optional, and sharing social areas and other amenities among several adjacent buildings. In many
buildings, we mix market rate with affordable, so there are often a few units where the price is
subsidized by those market rate units. There is also a government subsidy on interest rates for
apartments that are under $120,000 US dollars, which helps keep the monthly payment
affordable. For example, the monthly payment on a two bedroom can be as low as $380 US
dollars, meaning that it is affordable for a minimum wage couple. That still leaves out a lot of
people in our community so we need the government to address this gap.

Building an inclusive neighborhood…
Hites Ahir: What are some of the social projects that you have implemented to help, and
involve the community?
KC Hardin: Besides building affordable housing, our primary social mission is to nurture an
eco-system of social and economic inclusion programs. We believe that homeownership is a
critical determinate of social outcomes, but we have learned that in historically marginalized
communities the opportunity to buy, or even to move into a formal rental, no matter how
affordable, is a very high rung on the ladder for many people. So investment in human
development is the other key to minimizing displacement.

We invest in programs that address a multitude of interrelated problems like violence, teenage
pregnancy, education, and poverty. We have also learned that all of those problems are just
symptoms of a dysfunctional system. To create any sustainable change, those programs have to
be tied together with a larger process of community organization, and empowerment that will
hopefully push the community back into balance over the long-term. To help that process, we
worked with the Community Innovators Lab at MIT to create a leadership development program
called LiderazCo, which is short for “Leaders who Co-Create Community”.

Hites Ahir: If you had to pick one social project that has had the most significant impact in
the district, which one would it be?
KC Hardin: Resolving gang tensions was critical. We invested heavily in a program to integrate
gang members into the broader community. The outcomes at the individual level varied widely,
but I think it had the effect of not only reducing violence, but also changing perceptions in the
public and private sector about what was possible. In Latin America there is a strong bias
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towards repressive policies towards gangs that is probably counter-productive in the long run, so
one of the program’s goals was to build bridges between sectors that don’t normally connect.

Hites Ahir: In your drive to build inclusive city center housing, what are the top three
challenges that you are facing?
KC Hardin: I see three big challenges for inclusive housing. First is antiquated zoning that
requires expensive parking and generally encourages lower priced detached housing out on the
periphery of the city. The rules are conceived around an ideal of city center apartments for
middle-to-upper income nuclear families who have two cars and two incomes. That leaves out a
lot of people and makes it hard to innovate with new housing models, though lately the city has
been receptive to proposals.

The second problem is a strict bank financing criteria that generally filters out people who are
self-employed and those who are in the informal economy.

The final challenge is the high degree of marginalization in our society. The lack of investment in
human development has made it extremely difficult for a lot of people to break into the formal
economy, especially here where the big job growth is in the service sector.

What is next?
Hites Ahir: What is next for Consevatorio SA?
KC Hardin: In terms of lines of business, we are rapidly pushing further into bottom-of-thepyramid, urban core housing solutions. We feel that affordable, multi-family housing with
imbedded social services can be a profitable, and a key step in the ladder to equity. We are also
working with our academic partners on some interesting commercial models around formalizing
informal commerce. Geographically, we are now in Honduras and want to create urban corefocused joint ventures with like-minded developers throughout Latin America.
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ABOUT GLOBAL HOUSING WATCH NEWSLETTER
The Global Housing Watch Newsletter aims to present a snapshot of the month's news and
research on global housing markets. If you have suggestions on new material that could be
included or ideas to improve this newsletter, you can send it to Hites Ahir (hahir@imf.org).

*Disclaimer: The views expressed in this note do not necessarily represent those of the IMF or
IMF policy. Also, this note does not independently verify the accuracy of the news, statistics or
events presented in this document.
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